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Inspiration Of A Cancer Survivor
Mr. Winai Nilniwate / Retired / Age (now) 64 years

Into a real alternative
…to true healing…
Alternative &
Integrative Functional
Medicines
Entering Therapy With:
Gallbladder cancer with
pancreatic & intestinal
metastases

Cancer Immuno-Therapy with ‘Yod-Ying Protocol’ under BVRC
The decision…refusal of conventional chemotherapy
Mr. Winai’s family especially his daughter was not confident about the
long term impact of chemotherapy as it was witnessed from many other
people suffering and dying. His daughter also noticed him being very
weak to begin with and was not sure if he would survive through such a
harsh treatment. So she searched around and decided to place him
under the Yod-Ying Protocol to help tackle his conditions.
State of health prior to beginning the therapy
Mr. Winai was rather weak and fragile from several years of
medications and periodic hospitalizations. After surgery he was even
weaker with more side effects appearing in gastrointestinal symptoms
ranging from indigestion, pain, bloating and also lowered appetite. He
spent a rather inactive and to the less healthy lifestyles with any foods of
preference, no exercise and not much of anything to help facilitate
healing and to bring back health and vitality.
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LOVE & AFFIRMATION

COMMITMENT

COOPERATION

Make it all possible for a
weak body to get up and
fight such a debilitating
illness

Is the first step in
making the therapeutic
protocol viable

Steadfastness in strictly
following the
recommendation makes
the therapy a success

Interviewed by
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When:
End of 2016

Former Treatments:
Mr. Winai began series of
long medical treatments with
intense pain leading to initial
diagnosis of pancreatitis,
about 5-6 years prior to
cancer diagnosis. He had
received medical treatments
which involved a periodic
hospitalization every 6 months
at M u a n g s a m u t H o s p i t a l
during all those years. Later on
there were signs of yellow
sclera, thus, prompting further
diagnostics to find out a
gallbladder cancer which also
had spread to pancreas and
parts of the intestines.
The patient underwent
surgical removal of the mass,
inclusive of its surrounding
tissues before being advised
for further chemotherapy.
However, he and his family
wished to enter alternative
approaches first, but were
d e c l i n e d f r o m t h e fi r s t
attending physician. Upon
further consults at Chulabhorn
Hospital, the doctor also
refused to allow the patient to
undergo alternative therapies.
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so much time and effort in helping him
get well. Both of his children has been
taking excellent care of him all
t h ro u g h o u t t h e t o u g h t i m e s .
Without such profound love and
support, Mr. Winai mentioned he
would not have made it through
even the small part of the journey.
His daughter played a very crucial
role all throughout the course of his
therapy and had been the key to his
therapeutic success, as he reported.

Therapeutic Success
The heart of the therapy is the
patient’s commitment, cooperation
and the unconditional love &
support he received from his family.
Initially Mr. Winai did not get involved much
with the therapeutic process as he was too weak
to come by himself for a consult. He was
responsible for only the intakes of medicaments
delivered to him through his family.
Mr. Winai did not cooperate well at the beginning.
He thought the medicaments came in with too many
capsules to take within a meal which created a lot of
difficulties for him at first. During the initial period of the
therapy, these many capsules, apart from creating
difficulty swallowing, also gave him even more
gastrointestinal disturbances on top of the already
weakened tissues from surgery and the disease
treatment itself from the beginning. He experienced
quite a bit of flatulence, nausea and vomiting as well as
episodes of severe pain. During the times at which, he
received support from both BVRC for supportive
remedies and advice for helpful medicaments and from
the hospital for reasonable pain medications.
As the symptoms began to subside and the patient
began to slowly gain more strength, he also began to
commit and cooperate absolutely to the dietary and
lifestyle adjustments, as well as to follow very strictly the
intake regimen of innumerable prescriptions. Mr. Winai
reported having changed his diets to include mainly
clean fish and variety of vegetables. Every once in a
while he consumed chicken, a little bit of pork and other
high quality proteins, when it became necessary as his
blood test results indicated.
Despite being resistant at first with what his daughter
brought about, Mr. Winai later followed very well of the
Yod-Ying Protocol as he began to feel better. He also
learned that his daughter and son in-law had dedicated

“I would not have committed and
cooperated this far if it was not
because of the support I received
from my daughter. My daughter and
my son in-law took an excellent care
and have always been here for me all
through these tough times. Without
them I would not even know
where I would be now”

From life-threatening &
debilitating cancers, I am now
like an athlete. I am very strong
and healthy and even feel much
younger. I have a lot of energy and
exercise regularly.
Therapy duration under BVRC
One year of integrative cancer immunotherapy and
another 7 months of slowly withdrawing and close
monitoring. Prior to this, at post-surgery there were
much higher than maximum range of tumor markers:
nearly twice as much CA19-9 (Intestinal tissues cancers)
and >3 times NSE (Lungs & chest tissues cancers), it has
now been more than 2.5 years he is still clear of any
indicative cancer growth, from both tumor markers and
imaging follow-ups.

CURRENT STATE OF HEALTH: APRIL 2019
An evidence of laboratory test results reveals that his overall body is healthily functioning well. All tumor markers
are within normal range, with some markers even at a safe optimal mid range. He also underwent a recent scan,
over 2 years after surgery, which also indicated of being clear from cancers. He feels strong and healthy; exercises
on a regular basis, with strength and vitality of a much younger man.

“The love and support received from family proofs indispensable.“
Commitment & cooperation could be put forward when a family comes in harmony.
Interviewed by
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